
 

 

Pray for Our ACLC Ministers - TONIGHT Join New Nightly ACLC Prayer Tradition 
 
Jim Boothby 
December 7, 2017 
 

Prayer Support : 

Ministers to Understand True 

Parents  

  

Tonight, Fri 12/8, We start our New 40 

Days Prayer Support for Ministers effort. 

This ongoing ACLC effort is already making a 

huge impact.  

9:30pm.Daily . Starts pretty much on time! 

[btw, Apologies to some. Most knew about this 

coming up, for other this may be late notice; so, 

apologies for that if that's the case. Either way, 

you're super welcome to join this 

important effort at any point.   

 

Our new Number:  

712 451 1019 

373 230 # 

 

Short, focused 

representative prayers and short 

unison prayer. Jim will 

facilitate followed by others willing 

to lead.  ***Important We ask each 

person to actually mention and 



 

 

explore  the  4 prayer points 

detailed below, in your own 

prayer. Best if we 

seek  focused, results 

oriented prayer. Let's 

ask Questions of God 

how to succeed in 

each area. And 

determine the 

successful results !  

 

PRAYER POINTS - please pray specifically, and ask for 

answers, determine our results   
 

1 .)Claim - Humility, Cooperation, Love, Peace and Unity as we work as  an 

ACLC  Team. (Only harmony !...No conflict !) Understand, support love all. Unity! 

And Fun! 

 

2.)Create Strong outreach effort to NEW ministers and churches. Just do it ! A 

new visiting tradition  How to create such a tradition? Find new  churches and 

ministers ! Who exactly has God prepared?  . A bias for Action! Out of our 

comfort zones!  
 

3.)How to education and serve   ministers? Best programs to 

create? How to develop our messaging? How to teach and 

connect them  to TPs? How can we better represent Heavens 

thinking and agenda?  
 

4.)Prayer for ministers by Names, God guidance to all 

ministers . (name list now ) 

 



 

 

5.)Goal: 40 ministers by years end!  All of them  understand True Parents in D-1 

. And,  a great new local PG County Minister ACLC leader!    
 

        40 days, until and ending on Jan 23 (Jan 24 for good 

measure ) 

 

        (Actually an "Informal Prayer Tradition", not "a Condition" per se. Challange to 

be there all 40 nights, but a missed night is permissible 

 

 

CLARIFICATION NOTE: Separately:  Two Other Excellent Powerful Phone 

Prayer Calls Continue : Check them out .  

A. The regular 10pm "Tribal Messiah" prayer call 641 

715 0644;  822 308 # .............Werner Seubert et al, 

continues   

B. Also,      the 10 pm "Save America Prayer 

Call"  712 775 7031;   330 190 356 #  ...Doug Burton et al, 

continues  
 

                                                                                          See you 

9:30pm   

 

God Bless You 


